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Supporting nations in transformative growth
Broadening the impact of ICTSI’s Good Global Citizenship
Supporting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

ICTSI seeks to make ports around
the world a driver for positive
and sustainable growth.
Antipoverty initiatives
Anchored on Good Global Citizenship, ICTSI works to develop
and operate efficient and sustainable port facilities and deliver
the highest possible benefits to its customers, partners, people,
shareholders, and communities.
` Leveraging its strengths, ICTSI supports partner-governments
and nations, turning ports into turning points: driving
transformative growth and helping accomplish the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs).
`

COLOMBIA | In 2019, the
Organization of American
States awarded the Puerto
Aguadulce Foundation the
2018 Maritime Award of the Americas in
Social Responsibility. Their Emprendepaz
Program helps the port’s hinterland
communities (including three Black
Community Committees), and, via jobs
and start-ups, has integrated over 385
families into the formal economy in less
than two years.

Ramping up trade

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO (DRC) | Expansion works
geared for Panamax and larger WAFMAX vessels continued at the
Matadi Gateway Terminal (MGT), supporting DRC’s containerized
trade growth projections. The National Agency for Investment
Promotion gave the Investor Recognition Award to MGT for its infrastructure
contributions to DRC’s growth.

Life-changing education

PHILIPPINES | The ICTSI Foundation’s International Scholarship
Program helps qualified scholars enter the Northeastern University in
Boston, USA. The newest scholar, John Lenard Rivera, made it to the
Dean’s List while pursuing Civil Engineering. Meanwhile, via the ICTSI
Employee Volunteerism Program, selected employee-volunteers give educational
aid to children of on-call and rank and file staff.

Eco-friendly wash bay
Thanksgiving meals

PHILIPPINES | Among other
annual Christmas outreaches, the
ICTSI Foundation staff and their
education program scholars
visited 11 day care centers in the Manila port’s
host community. Their thanksgiving meals,
shared with 798 day care students and 11
workers, complement the other Foundation
programs in Parola.

First ISO 45001:2018

PAKISTAN | In 2019, PICT became the South
Asian country’s first terminal certified as ISO
45001:2018, meeting the world’s first
integrated international standard for occupational
health and safety. PICT also won the Employer’s
Federation of Pakistan (EFP) Best Practices Award on
45001:2018
Occupational Safety & Health.

Training & online learning

ICTSI GLOBAL | Expanding the
Company’s technical training and
skills enhancement opportunities,
ICTSI Global IT launched the
Udemy-based online learning facility (initially
for ROHQ). In Manila, the MICT Academy
offers Management of Terminal Operations
courses and the Terminal Executive
Diploma Program.

AUSTRALIA | For cleaning
and maintaining terminal
equipment, Victoria International Container Terminal
(VICT) built an eco-friendly wash bay:
designed to protect surrounding waters
or vegetation from potential overspray of
cleaning materials, and using biodegradable detergents to neutralize harmful
chemicals used onsite. VICT, which has a
Design rating of Leading from Australia’s
Infrastructure Sustainability Council, was
cited by Lloyd’s List for excellence in port
management and infrastructure.

PNG | ICTSI South Pacific supports PNG
Palais, the national rugby team, in local and
international events, and encourages other
women via initiatives such as capability-building sports camps. In Lae, ICTSI South Pacific and ICTSI
Foundation donated two new police stations with safe
separate facilities for women, and a women’s desk to
encourage female victims to seek help.

Hybrid RTGs

PHILIPPINES | MICT acquired 16 hybrid
rubber-tired gantry cranes (RTGs). Running
on a combination of 22kVah Li-ion battery
and a smaller diesel engine, these hybrids
can reduce carbon emissions by up to 40%, raise fuel
efficiency by up to 60%, and are quieter to operate.

CHINA | YICT completed
its on-site facility for
treating and recycling
wastewater (from reefer
cleaning) and proper disposal of
sewage sludge. The system’s first four
months of operation helped save
potentially 5,000 cubic meters of
water and reduce sewage discharge
by 8,400 cubic meters per year.

Homegrown talents

IRAQ | Basra Gateway
Terminal (BGT) completed
its phase 2 expansion
program that offers
importers/exporters substantial
economies of scale. BGT also opened
doors for homegrown talent via its
recruitment drive at the University of
Basra—in line with ICTSI’s local
employment thrusts and BGT ’s
support for Iraq’s redevelopment.

Second
Carbon Neutral
certification

HONDURAS | The UN Economic
Commission for Latin America and
the Caribbean named Puerto Cortes
the Central America-4 region’s best maritime
terminal. A Fair Logistics terminal (certified by
the World Organization of Cities and Logistics
Platforms), and cited by recruitment firm
Tecoloco as Honduras’ most attractive
employer, OPC drives sustainable growth:
hiring 1,300 direct and indirect employees,
creating over 4,000 job opportunities via
investments and contracting, and pursuing a
massive reforestation program (20,000 trees
planted to date).

ECUADOR | First
certified for carbon
neutrality in 2018 (compliant with ISO
14064-3 standards), Contecon
Guayaquil secured the ISO 14064-3:2006
certification in 2019. TÜV Rheinland verified how
CGSA—thrice cited by the Ecuadorian Environmental Certification for eco-efficiency—helps conserve
vast tracts of Ecuador’s natural forests.
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Biodiversity and
forestry gains

COLOMBIA | Puerto Aguadulce’s environmental
protection covers air-waternoise monitoring, landscape
monitoring, and a compensation program.
Under its Biodiversity Program, the 41
individual creatures protected in 2019
bring the total (2013 to date) to 4,778.
Under Phase 1 (2017-2022) of its Forestry
Program, 229,157 trees have been
planted to date across 465 hectares.

A culture of peace

MEXICO | Contecon Manzanillo
(CMSA) received the seal of Fair
Logistics for its transparency, and
support for the environment and
small/medium enterprises. CMSA also crafted
peace initiatives with the City Council, private
sector, educational institutions, and government agencies, launching Convive Manzanillo
to address abuse and violence against women.
Moreover, CMSA marked the 2nd Cambalache
Children’s Day for Peace with peace awareness, and donating 100 educational toys and
encouraging children to give up “war toys.”

Collaborative cleanups

CROATIA & GEORGIA | Adriatic
Gate Container Terminal volunteers linked with Diving Club Rijeka
to tackle trash on the seabed
fronting the port, while Batumi International
Container Terminal joined a coastal cleanup
led by the Women’s International Shipping and
Trading Association.

Equipping people to
empower communities

PNG | The ICTSI Foundation and
SPICTL held the Sustainable
Development Goals awareness
seminar. The seminar equipped
the locals—60 leaders of host communities
(represented by Labu Holdings and AHI
Investments)—to integrate sustainability into
business operations, and to design more
inclusive programs.
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